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;~~ture it is to attempt to divide the world into two watertight

We are beginning to realize, also, that this division i s

partnents .

so formidable as it seems . One of the greatest successes of

G .~.

~. :. .

triet propaganda since the war has been to spread abroad the idea

nk that there are the Russians and their satellites on the one

t the world is divided into two parts of relatively equal strengt h
power, and integrity . Far too many people have been willing t o

;ÿ e, and all the rest of us on the other, and that these two opposin g
~-itical forces were approximately equal in moral and politica l

ength . If we assess the real strength of these two parts of th e
id, we cannot help coming to the conclusion that this assumption is

o : .y of physical resources but of training, experience, technical skill ,

te fantastic, tille can make one computation on a purely physica l
.~ is and come to that result . Better still, however, we can tak e
_:o account the total strength of our two comrnunities, in terms no t

i : enuity, the ability of the public to understand and support th e
~ icies of their governrlents, the freedom of scholars to push out new

ntiers of kno1vledge -- all the incalculable elements which go
l~ ether to make up the physical force and moral strength of any

,

unity .

If, as a result of these observations, we reaffirm ou r
ief in the integrity of the experiment of the United Nations as we

a, ginally conceived it, we must ask ourselves an additional question .
:s the United Nations also a useful and practical instrument to u s

, in immediate circumstances, for the prevention or settlement of
i,ernational disputes ?

Again I think the anawer is positive, provided we understand
ai arly the limits within which it is possible for the organization
~a operate . During the past three years it has been demonstrated that
t_re are certain types of situation in which the United Nations can
:;Lrate with great effect . Techniques and procedures have also been
~ked out which enable the United Nations, through the exercise o f

influence, to perform certain important tasks of maintaining peace
ch have been assigned to it, even though at present it lacks th e

~~ . er to impose its decisions .

~ The capabilities which the United Nations possesses have,
~a instance, already been demonstrated in the circumstances whic h
~a e arisen in Palestine, Indonesia and Kashmir . In all three places,
si uations have developed which could not be handled by any single
-t te without the threat of a major conflict . In all three cases,
-: appeal has been made to the United Nations . In all three cases,
_ther it .wished to do so or not, the United Nations could not avoid
-a epting the resoonsibility which was given it, and doing its best
:2 assist in working out a peaceful settlement .

The "best" which the United Nations has been able to do
perhaps not been very d ramatic or spectacular . In all three

:' as, however, a major conflict has been avoided . Procedures for _
~ peaceful settlement of these bitter and dangerous disputes hav e
n undertaken under United Nations auspices, and the chance of their

~2 cess is good . Direct intervention on a large scale by any power- :side the area has been prevented . The record is encouraging ,
it gives us reason to believe that by adapting the methods which

~ United Nations uses to the strength which it possesses, we ma y
= very useful results .

course
lo Panot lestine n or t Indonesia detaile

d
eQents Kashmir~ although I thinkI

n t the case history of any one of these situations would make a
== arding study for your students of political science and international


